
Our collaborative 
stories

By the students taking part in the ‘’Drop by drop we all play our part’’ 
eTwinning project 2020-2021



The river story

Illustration by the students of the 4th Primary School of Karpenissi
Text by the students of the Primary School of Ippeios, Lesvos, 

Greece





Once upon a time there was a 
beaver. His name was Sam and 
he loved the environment very 
much. Every morning he was 
going to a river which was 
leading to a beautiful lake. He 
was checking for rubbish.



 Sam was very hungry and was 
looking for some food.



The beaver went to the lake and 
saw a fish. His name was Leon. 
Sam and Leon started talking to 
each other.

2. Be careful 
with what you 
eat!!

3. Why?



There were a lot 
of rubbish here 
some days ago.

Thanks for 
telling me.



The beaver continued his way 
to find some food. He wanted 
to be strong, in order to build a 
dam. He was very happy 
because he helped the fish. 
Everyone should do that!



Don’t litter! Earth is our home! 
Recycling is very important! When we 
take care of the environment, we take 
care of our own health and the 
animals’!



Litter boy

Illustration by the students of the 4th Primary School of 
Karpenissi

Text by the students of Beregazzo





Joe is a good boy. He doesn’t 
like dirty places and he always 
picks up litter from the streets.



In class he tells the teacher that the 
streets are always dirty and that he 
cleans them.
His mates and the teacher tell him 
that he’s right.



One day they all go on a trip with the 
school bus.



He finds litter also in the 
forest. He’s very sad.



He picks up the litter and his 
friend helps him. they are 
worried for wild animals that can 
be damaged by the litter.
They put the litter in the litter 
bin.



Now the forest is clean 
and the boys can have a 
delicious dinner.
The teacher is very 
happy.



Friends forever!

Illustration by the students of the 9th Primary School of Mytilene, Lesvos- Greece

Text by the students of  the 4th Primary School of Karpenissi, Greece





George and Natalie are 
best friends. They live in 
Australia. Every day they go 
to school together. 

Hello 
George!

Hi Natalie, 
let’s go to 
the library!



George and Natalie like mystery 
books. They want to be detectives 
when they grow up.

Now they are reading a book 
about a shark who was hungry 
and he wanted to eat 
everything!!!!!

‘’I am hungry, I want to eat! There 
is a fish there! I will eat it!!!’’

Oh my 
God!!!!

This 
shark is 
so bad!!!



On the way home, they were 
talking about the story with 
the shark. They are afraid of 
the shark!

Why is 
he so 
bad?

Let’s read the 
story tomorrow 
to find out!



George was sleeping and he was 
dreaming that they were ninjas!!!!

A dolphin was in danger and they 
were going to save it. The shark 
wanted to eat the dolphin.

But wait!!!
Why is the shark crying?
He is hungry!
The sea is dirty and he can’t find 
any food!



In fact, the shark and the dolphin are 
best friends!

They swim together and they play! 
The shark doesn't want to eat the 
dolphin, his only friend!

He wants the sea to be clean so he 
can find food. 
His friend, the dolphin told the other 
fish that the shark is not bad, he is 
just hungry....



The following day George 
and Natalie went to the 
sea. 
George told Natalie about 
his dream. They decided to 
help the sharks. 
They will clean the beach 
and tell their friends not to 
litter!

So his bad dream will not 
become real!!!



A school excursion to the countryside

Illustration by the students of the Primary School of Ippeios, 
Lesvos, Greece

Text by the pupils of Primary School of Quartu S. Elena, Italy





Once upon a time a teacher and her 
pupils decided to take a school trip in the 
countryside.



They were curious to visit a farm, 
because they love animals.



They met a very sad farmer: no 
clean water was available for his 
animals and his watermill couldn’t 
work.



No clean water in the well too: all 
the water was polluted and 
impossible to be used for the 
animals! The children were so 
sad….



… so sad for all the animals and for 
the farmer: No life can be possible on 
Earth without clean water. 



During their dinner the teacher and the pupils 
made a lot of decisions on how to do their 
part to save the environment for all the living 
things:

- to clean all the rubbish they would come 
across;

- to teach other people not to litter;
- to save water and energy.

It was a very useful and unforgettable school 
trip! 



                                                             Drop’ s travel

Text by the students of the 9th Primary School of 
Mytilene, Greece

Illustrated by student’s of Moria Primary School in 
Lesvos, Greece





Once upon a time 

there was a drop living in a waterfall.



   One day it left from the 
waterfall and met Goldie 
the goldfish in the river. 
They became best 
friends.



   After a while, they moved in 
an aquarium. There, a girl 
saw them and wanted to take 
Goldie for a pet. The drop 
was really sad.



   But the drop was lucky. 
Goldie took it with her. 
They lived together in a 
small fishbowl in the 
girl’s house.



     Unfortunately, their 
happiness didn’t last for 
long. The girl’s cat didn’t 
want them in the house. 
Actually, she wanted to 
eat Goldie.



   The girl was really troubled.           
She didn’t know what to do with 
Goldie…She decided to leave Goldie 
and the drop free again. Water is so 
precious and everyone should live 
free in nature!!!

So Goldie and her best friend, the 
drop lived happily ever after….



The lost deer 
Protecting wild animals

Illustrations by the pupils of ICS di Olgiate Comasco, 
Beregazzo, Italy

Text by the pupils of the Primary School of Pamfila, 

Lesvos, Greece



THE LOST DEER - PROTECTING WILD ANIMALS- PICTURES BY BEREGAZZO KIDS



Elisa and Ben are best 
friends. One day they go  for 
a walk in the forest. At the 
river they see a small deer 
on the bridge.

Look at 
this little 
deer!

Poor 
deer!



The deer is very scared. They 
think it is lost.
The children want to help and 
they can help.

Let’s go and 
call for help!



But now it is windy and cold 
and they can see behind them 
a big deer. It is the mother of 
the little deer. The children 
decide to go away.



The children do not touch 
the deer because mummy 
deer doesn’t like the smell 
of people. So, the children 
leave the forest.



Mummy deer goes close to the 
little deer when Ben and Elisa 
go home to do their homework. 
They want to look up in books 
and on the internet how to 
protect and help animals.



Finally, mother deer finds her 
baby and she is happy 
because the children didn’t 
hurt the baby deer.
People can be good and 
friendly to animals!

I love you 
Mummy!



Day by day
We make our world better

Illustrations by the pupils of the Primary School of Pamfila, 

Lesvos, Greece

Text by the pupils of the Primary School of Moria, 

Lesvos, Greece





Jim , Mia and Jackson are 
playing in the school 
playground.They like playing 
all together.

Their teacher, Mrs Brown asks 
them to pick the rubbish.

Their dog, Bob is happy.



Mrs Brown is happy 
because the children 
recycle in school. 
They understand that it is 
important to recycle and 
help the environment.



The children are going 
home and their dogs are 
excited to see them.

They all want to help the 
planet and keep it clean.



The children decide to 
have a bath in their 
plastic swimming pool.
Their mother is sad 
because they 
waste the water. 

Oh no ! You 
are wasting 
the water!

Sorry mum. 
We can 
think of a 
way to use 
the water.



They decide to give 
water to the animals.

Here, 
you can 
drink!



They also can water 
the plants and the 
vegetable patch. 
They can help the 
environment .
They save water.



The clean environment

Illustrated by the pupils of Primary School Quartu S. E., 
Italy

Text by the Primary School of Ippeios, Lesvos, Greece





Hello, I am Sarah! Once upon a time there 
was a little girl. She went 
to a beautiful beach to 
swim. Suddenly she 
found a can.



What’s this 
rubbish doing 
here?

She decided to throw it 
in the sea.



It’s a shame!! 
Have you ever 
seen me do this?

Her mother was very 
angry with her because 
her daughter threw the 
rubbish in the sea and 
that was bad behaviour!



My mum is 
right!

Sarah took the rubbish in 
her hands.



Thank God! There 
is a rubbish bin 
here!

She threw the can there.



Drop by drop we 
protect the 
environment! Save 
the Earth!



How we worked...
● Each team made four comic strips/stories using 

https://www.storyboardthat.com/ 

● The other partners were assigned the dialogues or the narration 
of the story

● We all added our work to a shared Google slides presentation

 

https://www.storyboardthat.com/


There were 2 teams

● Team 1:                                           
Primary School of Pamfila, Lesvos- Greece 

ICS di Olgiate Comasco, Beregazzo- Italy

Primary School of Ippeios, Lesvos- Greece

9th Primary School of Mytilene- Greece     

● Team 2:
ICS 4 di Quartu Sant'Elena - Italy   

4th Primary School of Karpenissi- Greece   

Primary school of Moria, Lesvos- Greece

                               

Εach team illustrated  4 stories and the other team wrote the text and vice versa.
In total we made 8 stories.The team members decided among them which school does what.



Team 1

Primary School of Pamfila, Lesvos- Greece -- We’ll write the text for Beregazzo’s pictures/storyboard and we will 

make one storyboard-”Day by day”

ICS di Olgiate Comasco, Beregazzo- Italy.  Gabriella  --  We will make one story about protecting animals in 

storyboard and write the words for the “Litter boy” story

Primary School of Ippeios, Lesvos- Greece --We will write the text of “The river story” and make the illustration 

of a story with a title:  “A school excursion to the countryside”.

9th Primary School of Mytilene- Greece -- We will make one story in storyboardthat  and will write the text of  

“Drop’s Travel”.



Team 2

ICS 4 di Quartu Sant'Elena - Italy -- We created the story “The clean environment” and wrote the text for 

“A school trip in the countryside”, illustrated by the students of the Primary School of Ippeios, Lesvos, Greece

4th Primary School of Karpenissi- Greece -- Make two stories in storyboardthat :”The river story” and “Litter boy”

Write the text for 9th Primary School of Mytilene- ‘’Friends forever!’’ 

Primary school of Moria, Lesvos- Greece --  We’ll write the text for Pamfila’s storyboard and we will make the 

illustration of the story ‘Drop’s travels’.


